We analyze 2-dimensional chaotic forms resulting from very simple systems based on two chaotic characteristics that is rotation and parallel movement or translation in geometric terms. Reection is another alternative, along with rotation, for several interesting chaotic formations. Rotation and translation are very common types of movements in the world around us. Chaotic or non-chaotic forms arise from these two main generators. The rotation-translation chaotic case presented is based on the theory we analyzed in the book and in the paper
Introduction
In this paper we explore important 2-dimensional chaotic cases resulting from two simple characteristics that is rotation or reection and linear movement or 
Main chaotic ndings
From the model building point of view and according to the scientic developments in the non-linear and chaotic literature we can summarize the main ndings as follows:
• Highly complicated forms that arise in chaotic attractors can be produced by relatively simple non--linear dierential and dierence equations (a rst example is the model of May [1] ). * e-mail: skiadas@cmsim.net † See Refs. [6, 7] .
• The main futures of chaotic forms and chaotic attractors can be produced by using equations including only few basic parameters the chaotic parameters (Lorenz [2] showed that a relatively simple chaotic model could express the basic chaotic behaviour of a more complicated case. See also the paper by Hénon [3] ).
• Another very crucial point arises from the presence of chaotic forms in two-dimensional space because, based on the stability of chaotic forms, we can locate a plane.
• A straight line results as the intersection of two non-parallel planes so the two two-dimensional chaotic forms can locate a line movement.
• In several cases the dierence equations' alternatives of the dierential equations expressing a non--linear system, may provide and illustrate the hidden chaotic characteristics of the system.
• The most popular case is that of systems expressed by the dierential logistic equation that provides non-chaotic forms whereas the dierence equation alternative of the logistic one may give chaotic forms for a range of the chaotic parameter.
• Flows and especially chaotic ows are characterized by rotation or reection and translation or transport. (A very popular model is proposed by Ikeda [4] , whereas Aref [5] introduced a related theory to two-dimensional ows.)
• Many chaotic ows can be considered as being formed from very few but essential elements, which can be viewed, from a geometric point of view, as consisting of only two basic components, namely (1082) rotation in a specic plane and translation or transport in a specic direction.
The related theory
We present the basic elements from the parametric representation of a particle at place (x n , y n ) at a distance r n from the origin and rotation angle θ n . In polar coordinates it is given by x n = r n cos(θ n ), y n = r n sin(θ n ), (1) where θ n is the rotation angle and r n = x 2 n + y 2 n .
If the system from step n at time t is rotated to step n + 1 at time t + 1 with an angle ∆θ, while r n+1 = r n , the above equations yield x n+1 = r n cos(θ n + ∆θ), y n+1 = r n sin(θ n + ∆θ) (2) and
The rotation map in dierence equation form results by using the parametric equations of the circle x n+1 = x n cos(∆θ) − y n sin(∆θ), y n+1 = x n sin(∆θ) + y n cos(∆θ). x n+1 = a + x n cos(∆θ) − y n sin(∆θ), y n+1 = x n sin(∆θ) + y n cos(∆θ).
The following iterative map represents a convenient form of the last set of dierence equations:
According to the theory developed in Refs.
[68] we form the following dierential equations analogue:
This set of dierential equations is the continuous alternative of the discrete case presented by dierence Eqs. (5). By applying the set of the two last coupled
Eqs. (7) When the rotation angle is small (∆θ 1) we can take the rst order Taylor approximation for cos and sin and the last system of dierential equations can be simplied tȯ x = a − y(∆θ),ẏ = x(∆θ). (8) Combining both above equations dy dx = x∆θ a − y∆θ (9) and the equation ady = (∆θ)r dr, (10) one can determine the form of the function ∆θ during time. In classical mechanics the transverse component of the acceleration in a circular movement is expressed by the formula (c is a constant):
From this relation, provided that ∆t = 1, we have
A more general form of the formula r 2θ = c appears in
TaylorCouette ows [7] where the angular velocity is of the forṁ
However, Eq. (13) gives similar chaotic forms as the simpler form (12).
Using Eq. (12) for the rotation angle, the solution of Eq. (10) is c ln(r) = ay + h
and
According to [6, 7] the graphs for the rotation-translation are presented in Fig. 1A for the continuous case and 
Another form of the rotation-translation model: a family of ellipses
A simple idea for expressing the rotation angle is coming from the relatively recent ndings in astrophysics and more specically the observation that the rotation speed (the radial rotation u) of the stars away from the rotation centre of the galaxies is relatively stable that it can be approximated by
The solution of the dierential Eq. (10) is
This is the equation of a family of ellipses of the form [6, 7] :
The resulting graphs are for the continuous ( Fig. 2A) and discrete (Fig. 2B ) case [6, 7] (the symmetry axis is at x = a/2. The parameters selected are a = 0.5 and c = 1). A very important property of the elliptic case is that the rotating particles remain in the elliptic paths even if high values for the parameter h are selected. In the limit when the parameter a approaches zero, the ellipses turn to be concentric circles. We thus see that in the case of a constant transverse velocity in a circular movement with translation the resulting trajectories follow elliptic paths and thus any particle remains on the corresponding path.
The particles do not y to innity as it can be in the rst case presented earlier.
A system in the presence of a constant transverse velocity has a better ability to retain the particles into orbit than a system following the law of the classical central force. This nding is very essential for the case of rotating systems as are the galaxies. The previous case of elliptic trajectories makes the galactic system more stable. The chaotic elliptic forms keep their structure for long time
periods. An important issue refers to the exploration of elliptic galaxies stability in an expanding universe. However, this could be the case of another study.
Of course, it remains a serious and yet unsolved problem. Such type galactic movements violate the classical theories related to the Newtonian dynamics.
However, it is now accepted by the majority of astrophysicists that a hidden and yet not observed mass is in the galactic objects termed as dark matter. From our analysis' point of view we do not need to make any speculations for the galactic dynamics or for the form or properties of the unknown dark matter.
We only use in our modeling the fact resulting from the astronomical observations that the transverse velocity of the particles or stars, in the case of a galaxy, in distances away from the center is almost stable.
An open problem
Find the direction of the principal axis of an elliptical galaxy regarding to the radial and transverse movement.
6. Von Karman streets 6.1. A simulation of the Von Karman streets by using the reection-translation theory
The famous Von Karman chaotic phenomena [9] The phenomenon can be modeled by using a reection--translation equations set of the form
where a is the translation parameter and b is the space contraction (b < 1) or expansion (b > 1) parameter. In the most cases b = 1 is applied. The rotation angle selected is of the form: ∆θ = d/r k .
d, k are parameters and k > 0. The rotation angle for the reection-translation scheme must assure that the inuence of the obstacle (island) is negligible at long distances, thus the parameter k in the denominator should be large. The parameter d accounts for the reection and can be taken as 2π or π.
Numerical simulation
The simulation starts from an original circle of rotating particles with R = 1 at (0; 0). The parameters selected are d = 2π, a = 1, k = 3, t = 10. Behind the island the ow follows by forming chaotic forms or vortices. The distance between vortices (the frequency of vortex shedding) is equal to a.
Another point is to simulate the reection-translation case. It can be achieved by a space expansion by means An example [6, 9] that follows the later space expansion case is illustrated in Fig. 4 . This is The water inside the bath is rotating counterclockwise.
A coloured uid is injected in the periphery of the bath [7, 10] . The question is to nd the shape of the uid laments when we open the sink. The problem is analogous to a rotation with contraction for a parameter b < 1. The rotation model is applied (a = 0 for a central sink):
Assuming that the rotation angle follows an equation of the form:
where r = (x − a) 2 + y 2 , the xed points of the map are given by the equation
or, after transformation:
(23) Equation (23) represents a circle with radius R = ab/(1− b
2 ) centred on
The ow is not symmetric. The coloured uid starting from the outer periphery of the bath approaches the sink in few time periods as is illustrated in Fig. 5A 
Two symmetric sinks
The governing equations are of the form
According to this system the ow is not stationary and there are jumps in the velocity eld at each half period T /2. In other words a particle located at (−a, 0) appears at (a, 0) the next time period.
The graph of 
Conclusions
We have given and explored several examples of two--dimensional (plane) chaotic ows.
The results support our main argument on the existence of several theoretical and real cases of plane chaotic forms in various natural phenomena.
The next step should be on nding theoretical, and then applied cases, where two plane chaotic forms interact, forming straight lines. After this step the movement and the stability of ows in these straight lines should be of particular importance.
